April 1999 Rider Memo
Date:

April 30, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders

From:

Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc.

Re:

Updated Meeting Schedule and other stuff

Odyssey update
Whew! This Memo is being mailed just in time, even before April actually ends. We had hoped to
get this in the mail while on the road, but it simply wasn’t possible.
TK&A fully realizes that most Odyssey riders are anxious for as much information from
Odyssey World Headquarters as we can send out. However, preparing a Memo every two months
is extremely challenging for us, especially since we are traveling so much. It takes many hours
of everyone’s time to write, edit, critique, rewrite, copy and mail this to our group of Odyssey
riders and staff. So, if we are late or a memo is a little thin, we appreciate your understanding.
Just got back on Wednesday, April 28
Karen-Ann and I just returned from our final checkout trips through Chile, Argentina, South
Africa and Swaziland. These trips were extremely productive and we were able to accomplish
what we hoped to accomplish, and more. We have completed our DRGs, made arrangements for
hotels and camping, confirmed access to food vendors to provide dinners and breakfasts, etc.
Read on for more specifics about our experiences and observations.
South America-Chile & Argentina
We finalized Odyssey’s route from Santiago, Chile to San Carlos de Bariloche. Argentina.
After we arrived in Santiago, Karen-Ann and I met Angel (our driver from our previous two
sojourns into Sud America) and picked up a rental van from Hertz. The first two days were
spent nailing down the details of getting into and out of Santiago. Our work paid off. We were
able to score a hotel right near all the action, even though the weekends are evidently pretty
quiet in downtown Santiago. Our hotel is modest, but works well for our needs.
Many developing nations are “plumbing’ challenged and our hotel is no exception. In many
older buildings, the pipes are a little narrow and can’t handle anything except human waste.
So, you may be asked to put your used toilet paper into a basket next to the toilet. Sounds odd,
but it’s relatively common in many places throughout the world. However, you will be happy to
know that you will encounter toilets similar to your own. And, if you are lucky, you may even
find a bidet or two to use.
Since we will be visiting Mexico and Central America before arriving in South America, you will
welcome the “first world” feel of most of Chile and Argentina. Since the beginning of Odyssey,
you will continue to pedal on the right side of the road. You can drink the water. The food is
excellent and many culinary treats are familiar to the USA. There are many small stores along
Odyssey’s route. The service stations usually have relatively clean restrooms, except they
might be shy on toilet paper, so always stock up and carry a personal supply of your own. The
roads we are using are all paved expect for about 30 kilometers of dirt and gravel after you
cross the Andes at the Summit Paso Internacional Cardenal Antonio Samore at 1308 meters
(4290 ft) elevation. Many of the busier roads have a shoulder. Though the roads and shoulders
can be rough at times, overall they are in fair to excellent condition. The terrain is beautiful,
but not excessively demanding, even though we will have plenty of hill work before we begin
our moderate climb over the Andes. But most of all, you will find the people are great. We met
dozens of friendly people willing to make our adventure through their country a memorable
and enjoyable experience.
Even though we are only touching a small section of Argentina, we have chosen an area many
believe is the most beautiful part of their country. Some call this area of Patagonia, the “Alps
of Argentina”. Bariloche lies on the eastern end of beautiful Lago Nahuel Huapi, a large lake
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in South America’s enormous lake region. Not to be outdone, of course, is the friendliness of
the people in Argentina. Tango, anyone?
We have attached a completed South American itinerary to give you a feel for our overnight
locations along the route. Though it is still possible these dates could be shifted a little, it’s
very unlikely at this point. We have given these dates as “firm” and made logistic commitments
to local governments, overnight communities, midday checkpoint locations, food vendors, etc.
along our route.
South Africa & Swaziland
Africa is an amazing continent. Though it has over 4 dozen countries, we feel that South Africa
and Swaziland (for two nights) are the best places to spend our time in Africa, in spite of
South Africa’s continuing pain as it evolves from the injustice and cruelty of apartheid. We
are bummed Israel, Egypt, Tanzania and Kenya can’t be included in Odyssey 2000®, but the
political state of each country just doesn’t make them realistic at this time.
South Africa and Swaziland are awesome places and will give you a workout. Altogether, we
are spending 31 days in South Africa and will cover 3231 kilometers (2007 miles) in this true
trans-South Africa bicycle journey. Our route touches most of the different geographic areas
for which South Africa is famous and allows enough time to take a safari through Kruger
National Park to view its many varieties of wild animals.
South Africa has about 43,000,000 people, covering an area bigger than Texas with a couple of
other states thrown in for good measure. South Africa is definitely “first world” in it’s access
to services, resources and facilities to make our trip relatively comfortable. Overall, the
roads are great, many with adequate shoulders, even though they drive on the left side of the
road. For many, this will probably be your first left-hand side of the road pedaling experience.
No problem, though, it’ easy to adapt. For me, it’s much more difficult to remember to look to
the right before stepping off a curb to cross the street.
In South Africa, most of the cars are owned by the relatively affluent white minority,
representing only 13% of the population. As access to good jobs and incomes improve, many
more black South Africans are earning enough to buy their own personal vehicles. Walking
and buses, however, remain the primary form of transportation for the majority of people.
Even on the quietest of routes, you will be sharing the roads with people walking, often long
distances, to and from work, shopping and social obligations.
You can drink the water and can usually find familiar foods in small shops, restaurants and
stores. Lots of Coca-Cola everywhere, but not as much Coke Light (Diet Coke), bummer. South
Africa has some well developed camping facilities, from safari camps to large caravan parks.
Most have excellent and clean ablution (bathroom) facilities. Most campgrounds even have
several chalets or bungalows for rent. In fact, we will use a few of these to augment our
other sanitation facilities. And, along much of our route, you will be able to find enough
phones to keep in touch with family and friends at home.
The people in Swaziland are extremely friendly, making it an enjoyable place to visit.
Swaziland is a poorer nation than South Africa and has about a million people living in an area
the size of Massachusetts. Similar to South Africa, you will find plenty of hills to climb and
descend. Swaziland is run by a King and polygamy is widely practiced.
On the back side of the South American itinerary, you will find a completed South Africa &
Swaziland final itinerary. Though it is still possible these dates could be shifted a little, it’s
very unlikely at this point. Again, we have given these dates as “firm” and made logistic
commitments to local governments, overnight communities, midday checkpoint locations, food
vendors, etc. along our route.
Poverty and crime
Unfortunately, as you have probably read, South Africa has a fair share of poverty and crime.
If the media was your only source of information about the country, you’d probably think every
visitor is going to experience some type of crime. This simply isn’t true.
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In our three trips to South Africa (two to Swaziland), we haven’t had any problems at all and
have met dozens of friendly and very helpful people, even way off the beaten track. However,
poverty is common and will be obvious along our entire route. So are high fences and the
wicked looking barbed wire used to secure property and homes, especially in the north and
eastern areas of the country. Though intimidating, people work, live, drive and play
throughout this marvelous land each and every day of the year.
Precaution for South Africa (everywhere, for that matter)
Since petty crime is the most common problem one might face during Odyssey, we recommend you
take some basic precautions. We think it is wise to always pedal with one or two other people.
Keeping a close eye on your valuables makes good sense, even in America. Locking your bike and
removing your valuables from your bike bags is also reasonable. Perhaps even leaving one
cyclist to watch your stuff while you are tending to other business is a good habit to get into.
In general terms, use common sense and remain aware of your surroundings.
Odyssey meetings
Before Karen-Ann and I left for South America, we updated our 1999 Checkout Trips Travel
Schedule for finalizing Odyssey logistics. Unfortunately, we had to change the order of the
Boston and Chicago meetings as well as the dates for Miami, Boston, Chicago, Washington D.C.,
San Francisco and Burbank. The following chart tells the story of our new schedule:
City

Date

Time

Location

Denver, CO

May 16 (Sun)

1 to 5 pm

Four Points Hotel
3535 Quebec St.
Denver, CO 60207
Telephone: (303) 333-7711

Boston, MA

June 5 (Sat)

1 to 5 pm

Days Inn Saugus-Logan
Saugus, MA 01906
Telephone: (781) 233-1800

Chicago, IL

June 6 (Sun)

1 to 5 pm

Hampton Inn
3939 N. Mannheim Rd
Schiller Park, IL 60176
Telephone: (847) 671-1700

Washington, DC

June 12 (Sat)

1 to 5 pm

Hampton Inn Dulles So
4050 Westfax Drive
Chantilly, VA 20151
Telephone: (703) 818-8200

San Francisco, CA

June 26 (Sat)

1 to 5 pm

S. F. North Travel Lodge
326 S. Airport Blvd
South San Francisco, CA 94080
Telephone: (650) 583-9600

Burbank (LA), CA

June 27 (Sun)

1 to 5 pm

Hilton Burbank Airport
2500 Hollywood Way
Burbank, CA 91505-1019
Telephone: (818) 840-6483

The first two meetings in Portland and Seattle were great. Altogether, we had about 50 people
and met 30 or so Odyssey riders. Overall, everyone enjoyed meeting each other and hearing
about what’s cookin’ in Odyssey management’s head.
However, the “attendance” feedback we have for a couple of the other meetings is still a little
light. If you think you can make one of the remaining meetings, please give us a call (1-800-4330528) or email (timtka@aol.com), unless, of course, you already have. Thanks!
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Unfortunately, we had to cancel the Miami meeting. The numbers were always low from the
beginning. Then, when Karen-Ann and I needed a couple of extra days in South Africa, the
numbers dropped too nearly zero. Sorry to those who originally wanted to come to Miami, but
thanks for understanding our travel delays.
Wheeling Hawaii 99™
About 12 Odyssey riders enjoyed the beauty and wetness of the just completed Wheeling Hawaii
99™. Though we had unusually heavy rain, spirits remained high. We even had a chance to work
with our shower technology and have a pretty good handle on how it’s going to work during
Odyssey.
Wheeling Washington
The last TK&A ride before Odyssey will be Wheeling Washington 99™. As you recall from our
Oct. 98 Memo, “to lessen the financial burden of participation in WW99™” you can take $200
off the going rate for you and one friend. Your friend’s registration must be included in the
same envelope as yours and you must attach a note about this offer. This offer is nonretroactive and can’t be used with other discounts.”
So, if you have the time, and want to get a feel for how Odyssey is going to run, please join us
on one of the most beautiful rides in North America and enjoy six ferry rides to boot.
Dan McKay FAQʼs about Lloydʼs of London Insurance policy
Enclosed is a two page “Frequently Asked Questions” sheet Dan has prepared on insurance
issues and our Lloyd’s policy. Dan estimates that about half of you have called with questions
and concerns. If you haven’t, and you have them, please give Dan a call at 1-800-942-0283.
Insurance payments
Thanks to the majority of all you Odyssey riders out there who have sent in their insurance
payments. If for some reason you haven’t, we need to receive payment as soon as possible. As
you can appreciate, TK&A is not in a position to subsidize anyone. Thanks for your
understanding.
Is Odyssey a go with 239?
Of course it is. The current numbers: 226 fully paid and 13 additional adventurers making
their final payment. As we have stated on several occasions, TK&A would have gone with as few
as 10 people, only in a scaled down version. Odyssey is going to be a blast and we are not going
to miss any of it!
Odyssey mailing list correction
Poor Al Levine, our very first registrant for Odyssey 2000®, and we screwed up is address. For
some reason, we inadvertently gave him an entirely new identity. Even though this Memo won’t
be correcting info on the recently mailed rider list, we felt we should tell you not to contact
the Al we listed, instead, contact the real Odyssey Al Levine at 215 Prospect Rd, Centerport,
N.Y. 11721 Phone 516-261-2578. Sorry Al!
Biographies
We are still looking for additional biographies. Unless we hear otherwise, we plan to post a
few of y’all on our website. If you haven’t sent us your bio and photo, please do. There is still
time. An electronic image or photo are both okay. However, if you send an electronic image, we’d
also like a regular photo if at all possible.
Burbank meals
Soon, we will be making a final commitment to the Burbank Hilton Hotel for the size of the
room in which to hold our dinners before and after Odyssey. It looks like we are going to be a
little short on numbers for the 700+ room for the finisher’s blowout on Dec 31, 2000. Even
though the finish is over an Odyssey away, we need to get the commitments necessary to
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reserve the larger room, or allow the hotel to sell it if another interested group surfaces.
It’s about a $30,000 decision, so please reserve some dinner reservations if you have the
interest. If everyone brought just two guests, we’d be in great shape. Don’t know who to bring?
No problem, just reserve a couple of spots and decide later. You never know who you might
meet.
Trailer
Enclosed are a couple of digital photographs of our new gear trailer. We plan to give it a good
workout on Wheeling Washington and then build three additional Version 2.0 editions. We
think everyone will enjoy having a personal place to keep their stuff for most the year. If
shipping schedules allow, we will likely have 2 trailers with us during most of Odyssey. The
exceptions will probably be Central America and the China/Vietnam stage.
Potable water
As promised, TK&A plans to make potable (safe to drink-not necessarily good tasting) water
available in countries where the water isn’t safe to drink. In actuality, this will occur in only
a handful of places. For example, we will likely need to provide a source of potable water in
Baja, Central America, Russia, China, Vietnam, Thailand and Malaysia. In these areas, we will
usually have some at camp, in our vans and at midday checkpoints.
We are still working on the details of how to supply the water. A large water truck, a water
trailer, and bottled water are some of the possibilities.
One important aspect of all water is to be as conservative as possible and never waste it. And
when you have the chance to restock, do it! Plan to carry a water backpack and at least 2 large
water bottles. Three sources of water are the minimum in all conditions.
Donʼt forward TK&A emails
Please don’t forward any emails you receive from TK&A to others. It is too easy for others to
take the meaning of a message out of context. Thank you for your understanding.
Watch www.odyssey2000.com
It’s a new look, so check it out. Lots of useful links to Odyssey countries and relevant
information. We will begin posting some additional Odyssey info and a few pictures on our web
site in the near future. Keep an eye out. A special thanks to Les, TK&A’s artist.
Rider Rumors-You are kidding, right?
Odyssey is not going to issue a uniform to be worn for 366 days. We will, of course, provide an
official item or two of clothing. Then, on a few special occasions, we will ask everyone to wear
these items. The Rose Parade comes to mind.
Bags…Bags…Bags
Bags are an interesting topic if there ever was one. The most important thing to remember is
that you will be retrieving, toting, packing and storing your personal gear and camping
equipment at least 270 days (every riding day plus the flights from one stage to the next).
That’s nearly 9 months of schlepping your bags.
So then, how does one make this a manageable process? TK&A generally recommends you look at
purchasing two bags for your goodies, perhaps using one for camping equipment and one for
personal gear. In fact, small water-resistant bags can be very helpful in organizing your
personal affects. Purchase bags that are tough and unique looking or find a creative way to
identify your bags. We also suggest sewing your name and address and phone number to the
inside of your bags. Though wheels may be helpful at times, most break easily and can be a
hassle on rough, uneven ground or fields.
Bikes
Stay tuned. No decision yet.
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Toilet paper
It’s amazing how we take it for granted. However, we have noticed a definite lack of it in public
facilities, especially in developing nations. So, add it to your checklist of what to carry with
you. Don’t worry about stocking up before you leave the states, however, since it is usually
available in supermarkets and larger stores in most countries.
Washing up
As a member of a close knit traveling community, everyone of us will have to be very
conscientious about keeping their hands clean, especially after going to the bathroom, no
exceptions. To make it easier to keep clean, we recommend that you always carry some soap (or
some type of non-water hand cleaner), perhaps tucked inside a plastic bag.
Olympic tickets
It looks pretty firm that Odyssey 2000® will be in Australia from September 17 to October 3,
2000. Specifically, we are planning to be in the greater Sydney area (and this is no small task)
from the afternoon of September 21 to the morning of Sept. 25.
For those interested in purchasing tickets for the games, we have included an event schedule
and a web page from Cartan Travel (www.cartan.com). The question is, can you count on the
Sept 21 to 25 dates? Even though TK&A feels everything is still subject to change, it’s
probably a reasonable risk to take. If things do change, you will have to sort out (at your own
expense) how you can get there early, later, etc.
Keep in touch
Timtka@aol.com, 1-800-433-0528, 206-322-4102, fax 206-322-4509, www.odyssey2000.com. Time’s a
flyin’.
Enclosed
South America and Africa “Final” itineraries (confidential)
2 Wheeling Washington 99™ flyers
Dan McKAy FAQ’s about Lloyd’s of London Insurance policy
Couple of gear truck photos
Info on the Sydney Olympics and securing event tickets
Revised Odyssey brochure
Courage Classic brochure-an event we do for Mary Bridge Children’s Hospital
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